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The Robert Allen Duralee Group is a leader in the interior design industry. Our collection
of brands each offer unique products to meet the ever-evolving needs of interior and
commercial design professionals. Boasting more than 45,000 fabric options—which
range from luxury to residential and contract—our business is firmly rooted in textile
offerings. In addition, our expansive product line spans categories including custom
furniture, drapery hardware and trim. Each collection we create comes to life through
our in-house design teams, designer partners, licensors and a global network of mills,
artisans and our own benchmade furniture manufacturing center in Morganton, North
Carolina. Our products are supported, sold and distributed by our 22 showrooms
across the U.S., a team of sales representatives around the globe and a devoted
group of customer service specialists. Our mission is to meet and exceed expectations
for innovative, beautiful products while providing our clients exceptional service every
step of the way.
Proud supporters of Habitat for Humanity®

Duralee has been a destination for design since 1952. We understand that designers are looking towards
what is new, what is next and what is unique, and we strive to provide the products to make your vision
a reality. It’s the reason why you’ll find a comprehensive array of styles, from whimsical to modern and
traditional to eclectic, that span fabrics, trimmings and drapery hardware in our diverse portfolio of brands
and exclusive products. In addition to our wide range of offerings, we’ve also partnered with some of
design’s most noteworthy individuals over the years, from A-list decorators to rising stars, to create exclusive
products you’ll find only at Duralee. It is our belief that great design is at once versatile, timeless and
always evolving.
Recognizing the rigors of the design process and the growing need for convenience, we are the first single
source for fabric and furniture frames in the country, offering countless options for custom designs. It is our
aim to provide you with fabric, furniture and home furnishings to bring your extraordinary design concepts
to life. After all, it’s your vision and we simply give you the tools to design it.
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For more than 75 years, Robert Allen has been serving the interior design community by offering
premium fabrics and luxurious furnishings. Our philosophy centers on color and we’ve partnered with
the world’s finest fabric mills to bring our exclusive palettes to life using our exacting specifications. As
the first brand to organize fabrics by color, our renowned Robert Allen Color Library is a long-standing
go-to designer source.
Our obsession with finding the most brilliant hues, fantastic weaves and perfect patterns drives our
belief that quality matters. We know that when you marry the right color to the right pattern in the right
construction, you create textiles that inspire spaces where people live better and more beautifully. To
complement our textiles and simplify the search to achieve full room looks, we offer a stunning array
of trim, drapery hardware and furniture, each created with the same attention to detail and exclusivity
found in our fabrics.
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Luxury at a Glance

Unique, unrivaled constructions define our luxury products.
Thanks to the artistic vision of our designers and the exceptional
standards they uphold, each of our luxury lines offers quality
textiles of distinction. With process and refinement at the heart of
each collection, it’s clear why a discerning clientele looks to these
brands again and again to help realize their grandest projects.

HIGHLAND COURT®®
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Through a simple process, Robert Allen Furniture allows clients to customize pieces
easily and cost-effectively with our robust selection of frames and our easy menu of
options. Whether a design features a turned leg or a pedestal base, all our furniture is
crafted with quality and precision for the best results. Even better, from pewter nailhead
trim to walnut and light grey wood stains, finishing touches are available at no extra
cost. And to further simplify, we have more than 20,000 Graded Fabric options to
choose from.
Need it fast? Our QuickShip Furniture program offers a range of design-driven pieces
that can be personalized for any project and will ship in just four weeks.

Duralee FURNITURE
At Duralee Furniture, we understand that a well-made furniture piece is an investment,
so all of our furniture is crafted with comfort, style and versatility in mind. Launched
in 2003, Duralee Furniture was created to establish designs handcrafted in the U.S.
that we could call our own. We started by building out a manufacturing facility in
Morganton, North Carolina, and then we partnered with local artisans who have been
handcrafting furniture for generations. Today, we are still the only fabric company to
produce benchmade furniture in-house.

Looking for custom furniture? Our Build Your Own program provides options for creating
a customized furniture piece without breaking the bank. With any Build Your Own
furniture frames, our Pay One Price upholstery fabric offer also applies, so you can pair
the frame with a select range of our fabrics for one incredible price.

Accessible style underscores the Duralee @ Home line of textiles. Featuring all-exclusive
designs, Duralee @ Home collections offer fabrics at affordable price points that can
easily be translated into any home setting—be it for building a room from scratch or
refreshing an existing space.
Recognizing the need for a wide range of applications, Duralee @ Home fabrics run
the gamut of style, from fresh prints and wovens to velvets and embroideries that have a
variety of textures and scales to work on furnishings as well as draperies. With a focus
on value-driven, tactile fabrics, Duralee @ Home is sold to furniture manufacturers and
fabric retailers across the country, but also follows in the Duralee tradition of providing
designers with unique product that allows them to create interiors with distinctive style.

As a leader in the industry for converted prints and woven fabrics, Robert Allen @ Home
sources, develops, designs and colors textiles with furniture manufacturers and fabric
retailers in mind. Our collections are affordable, approachable and easy to use.
We have a history of collaborating with renowned names in interior design who
exclusively partner with Robert Allen @ Home. From on-trend patterns to classic motifs
and reliable solids, Robert Allen @ Home delivers products that create elevated yet
livable residential spaces.

Combining artful design with highly durable constructions that meet stringent industry
standards, Robert Allen Contract is a leading resource for textiles and bedding in the
hospitality industry. At our core, we believe there is no limit to what can be achieved
on a large scale.
Endless curiosity and a keen interest in technological advancements drives our design
process. We offer on-trend fabrics and service industry needs through our Quick Ship
product lines, Value offerings and other enticing programs. From Indoor/Outdoor
to fabrics optimized for senior living environments, our products deliver innovative
solutions for design that stands up to public demands. We also provide bedding
solutions and a host of customization options through our specialists, who tirelessly
explore ways to fulfill any custom request.

Duralee Contract
®

At Duralee Contract, inspiration meets practicality. This line of fabrics is created specifically
for the healthcare and hospitality industries. The Duralee Contract collections feature
innovative fabric technology for enhanced performance in any high-traffic application.
Designed for the specifier and priced for the purchaser, Duralee Contract fabrics are
available in a range of price points, all with custom capabilities. With a focus on product
that meets and exceeds all industry standards for sensibility, resilience and cutting-edge
design, Duralee Contract continues to be a valuable resource for the design community.
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